The E-Museum System
Information Specialists Ltd (Infospecs)
The Infospecs E-Museum system consists of a ready-to-use database designed to manage a museum
or local history collection. It is produced by Information Specialists Ltd (Infospecs) using Inmagic®
DB/TextWorks® as the database software.

The E-Museum has been designed for museums, historical societies, schools and other organisations
with heritage collections - where the main requirement is to catalogue and provide easy online search
access to those collections.

• A menu screen (illustrated above) provides shortcuts to commonly
performed accessioning and cataloguing procedures.
• Menu screens can be customised to include your organisation’s
or sponsor’s logo, or to add additional shortcuts as required.
• E-Museum manages all kinds of objects, including artefacts,
books, manuscripts, diaries, letters, maps, postcards
and photographs.
• Images, documents and web sites can be referenced from
the database and opened by clicking a hypertext link.
• Any amount of text, and any number of entries can be
included in any field. All of the text is indexed for high
speed searching.
• Records can be sorted by donor, location or subject - or any
other field in the database.
• Location and donor reports are included, together with a form
for producing acknowledgement letters.

(continued)

DB/TextWorks has a very powerful search engine. Searches can be field specific to increase search
precision, or you can search across many fields at the same time. A keyword search across
1,000,000 records takes less than one second.

Searching the database is easy and fast - just use the customisable search screens and type your
search items (e.g. words, phrases, words in proximity, and date ranges) in the appropriate boxes. You
can toggle the Boolean button (AND, OR, NOT) to broaden or narrow your searches.
There is a great deal of flexibility in formatting and sorting records. You can produce reports sorted by
donor, location, or subject - or by any field in the database. Reports can include thumbnails of images.

Inmagic also produces web publishing solutions so that your databases can be accessed on an
intranet or the Internet via a browser. For example, the Imperial War Museum in London catalogues
its collections - exhibits, photographs, sound and documents - using DB/TextWorks and makes
them available for searching on the Web using DB/Text WebPublisher.
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